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From RPA to Pre-Configured Bots

Your Processes, From Your Business Rules
Our pre-configured bots can be programmed to follow your business rules and processes precisely and automatically.
For example, a bot can be programmed to find auto policies for which no photos have been submitted and to follow up
with the agent and the policyholder. This saves considerable time on policy servicing follow up.

Step 1: The bot logs in to the policy system and enters a

Step 2: The bot begins the process of reviewing all

range of inception dates to query for policies for which

policiesfor which vehicle pictures have not been received

images have not been provided.

within seven days of inception.
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Step 3: Going through each policy, the bot checks to see

ROI = Real Operational Improvement

if a photo has been appended to the file. If not, it sends
a reminder email to the policyholder and the appropriate

We have more than 25 pre-configured bots that

agent requesting a photo. It then repeats the process for

automate processes for claims, billing, accounting,

every policy without pictures in the system.

underwriting, and more. They provide faster response
and resolution times. They yield increases in operational

Depending on the company’s business rules, the bot will

efficiency that exceed 60 percent with 100 percent

send follow-up reminders up for policies without photos

accuracy. They provide scalability, reliability, and 24/7

within a pre-defined date range. If no photo is submitted

availability. They help increase the satisfaction of

by that date, the bot will either send a stronger email

policyholders and agents. They deploy in just four to six

follow-up or cancel the policy, depending on your

weeks. And most important, they provide ROI in three to

preferred process.

six months.

Please Contact Us today to schedule a demo. You have nothing to lose but opportunity.
Call: 940-294-8080

Email: sales@beyontec.com Web: http://www.beyontec.com

